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ON THE 

PHONOLOGY AND ORTHOGRAPHY 
OF THE 

ZULU LANGUAGE, AND ITS KINDRED DIALECTS. 

BY THE Rev. LEWIS GROUT. 

Read 8th December 1852. 

THE American Mission at Natal issued a Circular Address, 
more than a year since, to the Missionaries and friends of 
education in Africa, urging the importance of an attempt to 
secure a uniform orthography for all the cognate African 
tongues, and proposed a plan by which it might be effected. 

In accordance with that plan, the Comimittee of the said 
Mission on orthography will now attempt to furnish such an 
account of the phonology and orthography of the Zulu and 
its contiguous dialects, as shall enable the general and ulti- 
mate Committee, to whom the whole subject may be referred, 
to judge of the character andc necessities of these dialects, -and 
provide for them in connection with other African dialects, 
for which they may be desired, and may have the goodness 
to recommend a general and uniform orthographical system. 

But before proceeding at once to the phonology of the 
language, it may not be improper to allude briefly to the 
origin and present state of the measure here proposed, and to 
notice one or two facts and considerations which such a re- 
view may present. 

The American Mission had felt for some time that the 
orthography used for the Zulu language was not fully ade- 
quate to its wants. Accordingly, in May 1849, a Committee 
of three was appointed to consult, in respect to it, with other 
Societies in this colony, and report to the Mission such sug- 
gestions and alterations as might seem to them important. 

In September the Committee reported and recommended, 
among other things, four new characters or signs. The re- 
port was adopted, and the Committee were instructed to pro- 
cure the proposed new characters. 
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About this time, however, or a little after, several articles 
appeared in different places and periodicals, going to shew 
a close relation between many of the languages of Southern 
Africa. And it also soon appeared that several of the Mis- 
sionary Societies in different parts of Africa, in reducing 
cognate dialects to writing, were introducing new and pecu- 
liar characters or symbols for the representation of certain 
sounds, which had no existence in languages already known 
and written; and that some others, who had as yet made no 
such change by the introduction of new characters, were 
feeling the necessity for something of the kind. Among the 
Societies which have already made use of several new cha- 
racters in writing some of the African tongues may be 
named the Norwegian at Natal, the English Church Mis- 
sionary Society among the Sooahelee, or Sowauli, on the east 
coast, and the American Board's Society at the Gaboon 
River on the west coast. And in a recently published Kafir 
grammar by the Wesleyans in Kafirland, it is said that 
certain " combinations-tsh, hi, kl, and dhl-would have been 
better represented by simple characters." "A separate cha- 
racter, also, either for the gutfural sounds, or the foreign 
sound of r would certainly be an improvement, and, to the 
natives especially, a matter of convenience." 

In view of some of these facts, the subject of a general 
uniformity in orthography was discussed at a meeting of the 
American Mission at Natal in December 1849, and a Com- 
mittee appointed to prepare and issue a Circular Address to the 
friends of Missions and of learning in Africa, as above stated. 

Not long after the issue of the Circular (March 1850) a 
little tract of half-a-dozen pages, prepared by Henry Venn, 
Church Missionary House (England), October 1848, and con- 
taining " Rules for reducing unwritten languages to alpha- 
betical writing in Roman characters," was named, and after- 
wards forwarded to some of our members by the kindness of 
the Rev. J. J. Freeman, Corresponding Secretary of the 
London Missionary Society. Rules so carefully prepared 
and highly sanctioned as these seem to have been cannot 
fail to interest and aid all who may have to reduce unwritten 
languages to order, or be called to furnish a suitable alphabet 
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for them. As all who might like to see the tract may not 
have access to it, we will give a synopsis of it in this place. 
The first paragraph treats of the " want of a standard system 
of orthography." The second states that several Societies, 
whose Missionaries are engaged in vernacular translations of 
African languages, have proposed a common system for all 
works printed under their sanction, adding, in the next place, 
that the system coincides mainly with those which have been 
adopted by translators of African languages, and that it has 
not been attempted to form a perfect phonetic system. Then fol- 
low rules for the vowels a, e, i, o, and u, which are to be sounded 
as in Italian, as heard in the English words, bath, bat; prey, 
bet; ravine, bit; home, boat; boot, full: besides these, there 
are three intermediate simple sounds, which in some African 
languages require distinct letters, and which may be repre- 
sented by a; an obscure sound between a and u, as heard in 
English but, sun; e, a sound between the sounds of bat and 
bait, well known in German as the sound of the letter a; and 
o, a sound between a and o, as heard in English law, water, 
not. The sixth paragraph gives the order of these vowels 
according to their formation, thus, i, e, e, a, a, o, o, u. 

The substance of the next three paragraphs is, that the 
same sign represents slight modifications of each sound, and 
must be subject to slight variations from accent and con- 
nection; that where the vowel-sounds are indistinct, the true 
sound may be learned from etymology, accent, or analogy. 

Remarks upon the diphthongs occupy the four following 
sections, the substance of which is, that diphthongal-sounds 
are formed by the combination of the foregoing vowel-sounds, 
that the sound of English i, as in ride, mile, should be repre- 
sented by ai, and the sound of the English ow in how, by au.; 
and that when two vowels standing together are to be sounded 
distinctly and separately, the usual mark of diaresis should 
be employed, as in as, au. 

The nest two sections suggest the importance of expressing 
slighter modification of vowel-sounds by diacritic marks or 
accent in vocabularies, but not in books for general reading. 
In respect to consonants, it says-paragraphs sixteen and seven- 
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teen, " give the usual sounds to b, d, f, h, k, 1, rn, n, p, r, t, v, w, 
y; let g be-always hard, as in "gate;" j always soft, as g in 
" gentle, join ;" s always as in " house;" z always as in "amaze ;" 
and h always have its distinct sound, as in "hothouse, grass- 
hopper." The usual sounds of c, q, and x, may be repre- 
sented by k, kw, and ks. 

If it be found necessary to provide for the sounds cli, sh, 
th, in which h has not its distinct sound, for the first sound, c 
may be used, as it has been rejected from the alphabet in its 
usual sound; for sh write s; for th as in " thin," write t; and 
for th as in " thine," write g. 

In the eighteenth and nineteenth, which are the last para- 
graphs, it is said, that " It is advisable for the present to re- 
present com.pound consonantal sounds by a combination of con- 
sonants, rather than by any diacritical marks, or by new 
letters. 

" The nasal sound of n may be expressed by ng. A sound 
very common in many languages is represented by gb, kp, &c. 

" Such combinations appear clumsy, but we are not yet suffi- 
ciently acquainted with the varieties of African sounds, or 
with the construction of African words, to warrant the adop- 
tion of new letters into the alphabet." 

The retention of these and other inconvenient combina- 
tions will not stand in the way of the future adoption of any 
improved system of orthography. 

From what has now been said and copied, we are pre- 
pared to state what we have also learned by experience, that 
the work of giving African languages a suitable orthography is 
attended'with no little difficulty. The Missionary learned to 
read and write his own language by taking thousands of 
lessons in spelling, or by giving years of toil to the study of 
a dictionary. Perhaps he became acquainted with all the 
accidental, artificial, and incongruous combinations of cha- 
racters in the words of his mother tongue without receiving 
a single lesson on orthography as a science, or giving the 
subject a single thought. He learned to spell as his fathers 
spelled, always assured that that was right. Having "finished 
his studies," he enters the Missionary field. 

The people for whom he and his fellows have to labour 
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have neither books or characters for writing them. He puts 
himself to learning the language of an unlettered nation, and 
finds that he must catch and symbolize the hurried, indistinct, 
and, to him, strange sounds of a barbarous tongue. Without 
either time or means for devising a philosophical system of 
orthography, his most natural course is, to attempt to write 
the new language in the strangely redundant and capricious 
orthography of his own tongue, making such prior changes 
and subsequent improvements as his judgment and experience 
suggest. 

Hence it cannot be thought strange that nearly or quite 
every Mission, especially those of different nations, should 
have a system of its own, and in several respects differing 
from all the others, with which neither itself nor any other 
Society or Mission is fully satisfied. These are some of the 
difficulties which arise from a defect in the Missionary's early 
education, and the absence of an acknowledged and complete 
standard, and the means of forming one when he first enters 
a Missionary field among an unlettered people. 

But among some of the African languages, particularly the 
Zulu and its cognate dialects, there are peculiar difficulties in 
the way of devising or reconstructing a suitable orthography: 
they contain several sounds, especially clicks and gutturals, 
which are not found elsewhere. The inflections of the lan- 
guage are also, in many respects, different from those of other 
languages. By what characters shall these clicks, gutturals, 
and other peculiar sounds, be represented? What is the 
proper law for the union and division of words? How shall 
we write proper names which receive their inflections and 
increments in the incipient instead of the terminations ? 

How shall proper names be transferred from other lan- 
guages into the Zulu ? what changes may be properly made 
in them to accommodate their form or sound to the genius of 
the Zulu? These and other questions have long exercised 
the judgment and taste of translators and book-makers in 
African tongues, and have had a great diversity of answers 
given them in botlh theory and practice. 

Another fact which may be stated in this connection is, 
that the systems of orthography which have been adopted are 
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regarded as improvable. That they should be so regarded 
might be at once inferred from the manner in which they 
were necessarily formed. 

Nor are the imperfections of the first systems any ground 
of reproach to those who devised and adopted them. No one 
questions that they did well-the best that their circumstances 
allowed. 

That these systems may be improved is a sentiment ad- 
vanced in the Tract from which we have already copied so 
largely. The author of it, in proposing some general "rules," 
says, " it has not been attempted to form a perfect phonetic 
system, but one which practical experience suggests as the 
most expedient under all the circumstances of the case." 

And again, in his closing paragraph, he says, " Such com- 
binations appear clumsy, but we are not yet sufficiently ac- 
quainted with the varieties of African sounds to warrant the 
adoption of new letters. But the retention of these and 
other inconvenient combinations will not stand in the way of 
the future adoption of any improved system of orthography." 

And again, the several almost contemporaneous efforts and 
proposals in different quarters of Africa and elsewhere, to 
improve the present orthographical systems, or to devise or 
reconstruct one general and more perfect system, is a striking 
proof that there is room for improvement, and that the time 
has come for an earnest and united attempt to make it. Not 
long after the American Zulu Mission resolved to introduce 
several new characters into the orthography of the Zulu lan- 
guage, as above stated, we received a copy of the Gospel of 
Luke, translated into the Sooahelee language, or rather the 
Kinika, by the Rev. Dr. Krapf, which language is evidently 
a cognate of the Zulu family; and in the orthography of the 
book we observe the use of several new characters, or old 
characters so far modified by diacritical marks as to maiake it 
proper to ascribe to them new powers, and use them for the 
representation of new and peculiar sounds. 

About the same time, or a little before, the Rev. Mr. 
Schreuder, of the Norwegian Missionary Society, prepared 
an elementary book in the Zulu, in which he has introduced 
three new characters to represent clicks, and some six or 
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eight old characters are so modified as to have new powers or 
values ascribed to them, and be equivalent to new letters. 

The remarks upon this subject in a Kafir grammar recently 
published in Kafirland have been already noticed. And 
while we are writing we receive information that the Mission 
of the American Board at the Gaboon River, on the west coast, 
have introduced four new characters in the orthography of 
the language of the people among whom they are labouring. 
More might be added upon the point before us; but enough 
has been said to shew that the present systems of African 
orthography are regarded as capable of being improved, and, 
moreover, that important attempts to this end are already 
under way. 

Enough has also been said to suggest, if not to shew, that 
in devising or reconstructing an orthographical system we are 
very liable to err, and to make the system defective, redundant, 
or capricious, by employing too few or too many characters, 
or by assigning several different values to the samne character, 
or by representing the same value by several different cha- 
racters. 

The recent tendency to introduce new characters would 
seem to indicate that there has been an error, though doubt- 
less upon the safer side, in at first attempting to write with 
an insufficient or an inappropriate number of signs. 

It is unquestionably true that new symbols should be in- 
troduced with great caution; and when the work of improving, 
or of innovating, as sometimes it might better be called, has 
been once begun, there is danger, in this as in other cases, 
that it may be carried too fart The remarks of Mr. Picker- 
ing, in hip " Essay on Orthography," are as true of African as 
they were of Indian languages, that, "as in the use of our 
own language it is much easier for every tasteless writer to 
invent new words according to his own caprice, in order to 
serve his immediate purposes, than patiently and carefully to 
select from our present abundant stock those appropriate 
terms which have the sanction of the best usage; so, in con- 
structing an alphabet for the Indian (or African) languages, it 
will be found a much shorter method to devise new and 
grotesque characters, than to apply with skill and discrimina- 
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tion those letters which are already in use either in our own 
or the kindred alphabets." 

But while we admit this, we must also hold that every 
fundamental sound in a language should have its own appro- 
priate representative. 

On this side of the question, also, it has been well said, 
that " as it is impossible to overrate the importance of a truly 
philosophical system of orthography, one that shall faithfully 
represent every sound in the tongues to which it is applied; 
so almost no inducement should be sufficiently strong to tempt 
those who aim at such a phonetic alphabet to mar its beauty 
and perfection by appropriating signs already in use, even in 
a modified form, to designate new sounds, or by retaining old 
characters in combinations inconsisteint with the great princi- 
ciple on which the alphabet is founded." 

A complete orthographical system must be neither defective 
nor redundant. It should be absolutely invariable in its 
application, and so comprehensive and flexible in its plan, 
as to furnish a suitable representative for every sound in the 
language for which it is used. While we would be slow to 
multiply new symbols, especially such as have not been used 
in some manner, either in our own or other alphabets, we 
would by no means leave a single fundamental sound without 
its own specific and appropriate sign. 

It is an expensive economy that would give two values to 
the same sign to avoid the multiplication of signs. If the 
laudable desire for an alphabet of few letters leads us to 
refuse a distinctive symbol to every generic sound, we shall 
complicate instead of simplifying the system, retard instead 
of aiding the progress of the learner, and perplex the reader 
and writer, instead of assisting him. 

Let each character have one, and invariably the same value ; 
and if a new sound is presented, for the certain and accurate 
representation of which the scheme of characters has made no 
provision, let another character be added to the scheme. 
But let not an old character be forced to suit a new station, 
a place for which it was never intended, and never fitted. 
Let not the uniformity and integrity of the whole system be 
impaired by once admitting the possibility of altering or 
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deviating from the symbolical signification once assigned to 
each character in the scheme. 

In other words, our system of orthography should give a 
true exposition of the sound of words, and of all the sounds; 
and every single uncompounded fundamental sound, which 
cannot be easily and accurately represented by a combination 
of letters, should have a single simple character of its own. 
No sound should ever be expressed by more than one (either 
simple or compound) character, and no character shoulld ever 
be made or allowed to express more than one sound. So 
much we regard as both practicable and indispensable. And 
if, in addition to this, we could have all sounds within a certain 
degree of likeness represented by characters within a certain 
degree of likeness, anid all sounds beyond a certain degree of 
likeness represented by different and distinct characters, and 
that uniformly, our alphabetical system would be full and 
perfect. 

But it is not so much our purpose now to discuss, either in 
general the theory of a perfect alphabet, or in particular the 
danger, the difficulty, or the necessity of introducing new 
letters into the alphabets of African languages, as it is to call 
attention to the fact, that a beginning to introduce such let- 
ters into the said alphabets has already been made, and hence 
to shew that it is now too late to prevent such measures, even 
if we would. It seems, therefore, to be our wisest course 
to strive to give the measure a proper direction, and, if pos- 
sible, to keep it within such limits as all can approve and 
observe, by stating our several wants, and expressing our 
opinions as Societies or individuals, and referring the whole 
subject to a general Committee, in whose knowledge, judg- 
ment, and taste, we have the fullest confidence. 

For if every man, however poorly qualified, shall think 
himself adequate to the task of inventing new characters, or 
of introducing other important changes into the African 
systems of orthography; or if every Society shall give itself to 
such invention and changes, without consulting with others, 
or referring the matter to a general Committee; we shall soon 
see a much greater instead of a less diversity in the modes of 
writing African languages-shall meet with more of Babel in 
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their orthography-than was ever found in the tongues them- 
selves. 

But we shall be recommended to systems and rules already 
proposed, and urged to adopt and abide by them. It will be 
said, there is Pickering's excellent system of orthography; 
why do you not make that your standard, and secure uni- 
formity by a general compliance with its principles and adop- 
tion of its alphabet ? 

To this it may be replied, first, that the American Mission 
at Natal has made his system the basis of their orthography, 
and are satisfied with it so far as it goes, or is applicable to 
our circumstances, especially that part of it which relates to 
the vowels. But we think something better may be devised 
in regard to consonants. 

His system, as will appear hereafter, does not meet our 
wants. And the same is true of the "Rules" of which we 
have already given a synopsis. Neither of those systems 
were prepared with a reference to a large class of African 
languages, and have made no provision for them. The sequel 
will shew, that for several fundamental sounds in the Zulu and 
its cognates, and in several other difficult but important points, 
in respect to which there is a diversity of opinion and practice 
among Missionaries in Southern Africa, neither Pickering's 
Essay, nor the " Rules," nor any other system with which we 
are acquainted, has made any alphabetical provision, or pro- 
pounded any general principles for correct and uniform 
guidance. Some of these sounds are the clicks and guttural, 
and some of the other difficult points are such as have been 
alluded to as growing out of the radical difference between 
the Zulu, or rather the whole class of Chuana tongues, and 
any other known language. 

Neither of these systems profess to be either fitted for 
universal application, or even the best that could be devised 
for the particular languages for which they were prepared. 

Mr. Pickering's system had its origin in his feeling the 
need of a uniform orthographical system, more particularly 
of the North-American Indian languages, and for philological 
rather than educational purposes ; and without particularly 
studying the condition, or consulting the convenience of the 
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unlettered savage of any nation, much less of all the un- 
civilized world, he resolved to do the best he could with the 
materials which he had at hand, and set himself resolutely 
and praiseworthily to the task of reconstructing a system 
which should comprehend particularly all the sounds of the 
Indian languages of North America, and be at the same time 
not only practicable and intelligible to the skilful and learned 
of all nations, but also as flexible and comprehensible as it 
could be without the introduction of symbols not already in 
use. 

And none will deny that he attained his object, and did a 
great work for science and humanity. The "Rules" also 
profess to be but a temporary and imperfect arrangement, 
until a better "acquaintance with the varieties of African 
sounds, and the construction of African words, shall warrant 
the adoption of new letters into the alphabet." Indeed, 
these " Rules " look directly for something better when they 
close by saying, "the retention of these clumsy and incon- 
venient combinations will not stand in the way of the future 
adoption of any improved system of orthography." 

This brings us to consider more fully the propriety of in- 
troducing new characters into the African alphabet. And we 
may say more distinctly now, what the tenor of our remarks 
already indicate, that we are of opinion that several new 
characters are needed. 

To a correct and full expression of all the sounds in the 
Zulu dialects a few such characters are indispensable; and 
it will be remembered here that the Mission ohce decided to 
obtain some. And the fact already noticed, that new cha- 
racters have been introduced by other Societies, is a plain 
declaration that they also deemed the measure expedient. 

The " Rules," moreover, recommend the same course when 
they speak of using s for sh, t for th, &c. ; for these radical 
modifications of an old character, so as to make it stand for 
a distinct fundamental sound, do in reality mnake of it a new 
character. The sounds for which the American Mission at 
Natal resolved to procure new characters had been repre- 
sented (imperfectly) by hi hard, hi soft, ty and j, most of 
which are the same as those of which the Wesleyan Kafir 

s 
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Grammar soon after remarked (though without any know- 
ledge of our opinion and action), that they " would have been 
better represented by simple characters." They are also in- 
cluded among the number for which Mr. Schreuder invented 
new characters in the alphabet of his recent elementary Zulu 
book. 

To what extent modifications or variations of fundamental 
sounds should be indicated, and what is the best manner of 
doing it, are points which we may leave, in a great measure, 
to the decision of others. In respect to the vowel-sounds, 
we have as yet marked only the five fundamental, a, e, i, o, u, 
without attempting in any way to indicate any of the inter- 
mediate sounds, or any of the modifications usually called 
long, short, or full, stopped, &c., nor have we as yet suffered 
any very serious inconvenience from such neglect; though, in 
remodelling our system, we think it important to have provi- 
sion made for making these modifications in our dictionaries 
and elsewhere, if we choose. 

There are also slight modifications of some of the conso- 
nantal sounds, and especially of clicks, wlhich we have at- 
tempted to indicate by an additional consonant, as by n, g, ng, 
&c., before certain other letters, which modifications we think 
might be better indicated, in some cases at least, by diacritic 
or other marks attached to the letter symbolizing the princi- 
pal sound. But this part of the subject will be more par- 
ticularly discussed in another place, in which connection we 
may notice such modifications as we would have signified 
after the manner here referred to. 

That unseemly, or even erroneous compounds are used for 
simple sounds in the orthography of the English and other 
languages, long since reduced to writing, whose orthography 
has been so much a matter of chance in its origin and pro- 
gress of development, and for so long a time stereotyped with 
all its anomalies, defects, and redundancies, seems not a sufli- 
cient reason for introducing and perpetuating the same in the 
orthography of languages newly reduced to order and writing, 
especially if the orthography of the new language must of 
necessity differ in some respects from that of any old system, 
which may be borrowed and made a basis. 
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If the new language contains fundamental sounds which do 
not exist in the old, from whence we borrow our orthography, 
and the Zulu and its cognates do contain such sounds, then 
we must use either new characters, or old characters in a new 
sense, to represent them; and in either case we alter the 
system to suit our purpose, which alterations are often as 
great as are required in the substitution of simple for com- 
pound characters. 

The use of neat and significant simple characters, instead 
of inappropriate, clumsy, if not really ambiguous compounds, 
is attended with a great practical advantage. It makes the 
labour of teaching and learning to read more simple and 
easy, and consequently saves the time and strength of the 
teacher and pupil, and secures to the people a better educa- 
tion. For it must be remembered that the symbols used in 
compound characters are, to some extent at least, generally 
turned out of their proper place, their primary value is 
changed, an interpretation is put upon them in their com- 
bined state, somewhat different from what they have when 
used separately and alone. But the simple-minded native, 
unaccustomed to the more refined intellectual operations, is 
not prepared for such an analysis or synthesis of sounds and 
letters as would enable him to gather the value of such com- 
pounds from any knowledge which he might have of their 
component parts. 

He must learn the character by rote as a compound, or 
rather as a simple, and yet without knowing that it is a com- 
pound used for a simple, or that the parts are not to have the 
same full independent values in these as in other cases. 
Hence the symbols become ambiguous, having in some cases 
a truly mnodified, if not really a twofold value, and that with- 
out any sign of the modification, and all while we profess to 
give each character one and only one uniform sound. Such 
ambiguities, unsteadiness, and inconsistency in orthography 
are serious hindrances to learning to read among any people; 
but especially so to those whose dark and undisciplined minds 
are yet to receive almost the first ray of light, and the first 
iota of discipline. 

Many examples in illustration of these remarks might be 
given from our books and our experience in teaching, but it 

s 2 
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is unnecessary. The uncouth and ambiguous combinations, 
and other absurdities which have found a place in the ortho- 
graphy of the English and some other languages, and the 
great evils which result from them, may be tolerated, perhaps, 
for years to come, but for reasons which can never be urged 
for our introducing and perpetuating them in the languages of 
Africa. These evils, and the comiplaints which are made with 
increasing earnestness against them, and the great labour and 
difficulty of getting rid of them, should afford us a sufficient 
warning never to incur the same, or give our sanction to 
them in devising an orthographical system for an unwritten 
language. 

With these remarks upon the past and present state of 
South-African orthography, and upon the necessity for a 
general attempt to improve it, we proceed to the more par- 
ticular subject of Phonology. 

In considering THE PHONOLOGY of the Zulu language and its 
cognates, we will first give the alphabets which have been 
used by our Society and by other Societies in this field, and 
then endeavour to present a full scheme and representation 
or description of all the sounds of the language, and name 
such as we think might be well symbolized by new or modi- 
fied characters. 

The orthography of the Zulu language, so far as respects 
the characters heretofore used by our Mission, has been 
briefly noticed in the Journal of the American Oriental So- 
ciety, Vol. I. No. 4, in the account there given of the Zulu 
language. It is as follows:-" The Zulu alphabet, according 
to the notation of the American Missionaries, contains the 
same letters as the English, but many of the letters are called 
by different names, and represent different sounds. The 
vowels have each one uniform sound, as follows: - 
"A has the sound of broad a in " father," or " car"; 
E has the sound of long a in " fate," or ey in " prey"; 
I has the sound of ee in "meet," or of the French i in 

" pique"; 
O lhas the sound of o in " note, toll "; 
U has the sound of oo in " boot, pool." 
"The g is always hard. The r denotes a deep guttural 

aspirate, similar to the Hebrew ni (Hheth). 
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"The other consonants have nearly or quite their usual 
sounds in English. The Zulu, like the Kafir, has three 
clicks, represented in our books by the letters c, q, and x, 
the last being precisely the click made in the side of the 
mouth by which a man urges forward his horse." 

The same volume contains similar remarks upon the same 
subject, in the article on " The Zulu and other Dialects." 

The alphabet employed by the Norwegian Society is as 
follows:-First, a, b, d, e,f, g, h, i, k, 1, m, n, o, bp, s, t, u, w, z, 
all of which have respectively the same value as they have in 
our alphabet of the Zulu. In addition to these, their alphabet 
contains the following letters :--j Eng. y ;" _ dhj, Eng. j; , 
k = k; or aspirated, or Greek X (chi); ; :-dhl, lateral softly 
aspirated 1; :-thl strongly aspirated l; r = rh guttural; 
guttural aspirated s, harder and stronger than ordinary s; 
=Eng. v; : dental click, our c; _, lateral click, our -; and 
:, gutturo-palatal click, our q. (" Grammatik for Zulu-Sproget 
forfattet, af H. P. S. Schreuder, Missionary in "South Africa." 
Christiana, 1850.) 

The Berlin Missionary Society in this colony use the 
same characters as the American Missionary Society. Their 
combinations of consonants, and of consonants and clicks, 
and their method of dividing and connecting words, differ in 
some respects from ours. 

The best published account and specimen of their ortho- 
graphy may be found in the Rev. C. W. Possett's " Zulu 
Companion," Pietermaritzburg, 1850. 

PHONOLOGY OF THE ZULU LANGUAGE. 

1. Vowels or Vocalic Sounds. 

The vowel-sounds of the Zulu language may be divided 
into three classes, long, short, and obscure or medial. The 
difference between the long and short vowels lies not so much 
in the quality of the sound, for in both cases it is radically 
the same, as in the strength or weakness, which also corre- 
sponds to the length or shortness as to time with which they 
are enunciated. In other words, the terms long and short, as 

* The blank spaces indicate tlle clicks, fbr which we have no types in 
England. R. C., Hon. Sec. 
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applied to vowels in Zulu, refer to or depend upon accent, in 
that degree of loudness and distinctness of tone which is 
consequent upon strength of muscular action, rather than that 
difference in quality or marked variety of sound which de- 
pends upon the length of the vocal cavity, or the tube which 
confines the vibrations, and upon the modification of which 
(tube) depend the tones of the voice, and the generic character 
of the vowel-sounds. Such is, at least, the general character 
of the difference between the long and short Zulu vowels, and 
it holds emphatically in respect to the two vowels a and o. 
Hence the difference between a long and a short in Zulu is 
the difference between these two letters, or rather the sounds, 
as heard in English, in the one case in father, where it is 
long, and in the other case in genera, dognma, where it is 
short. Thus, in udade, "sister," a is long in umfula, "river ;" it 
is short. The difference between o long and o short is as 
the difference between a long and a short; but there is want- 
ing a good word in English by which to represent the short o. 

The long o in Zulu is the sound of o in English bone, note; 
the short o is of a weaker and quicker enunciation, but of 
nearly the same quality, slightly inclining to the sound of o 
in none, or that of short u. It is between that of o in hole, 
bone, and of o in none, done. Thus, in uklubona, "to see," and 
inkosi, " chief," o is long, but in into, "thiing," and ubuso, "face," 
it is short. 

The short e and i, however, do not seem to hold to the 
generic characters or respective qualities of the long vowels 
so tenaciously as the short a holds to the generic quality of 
the long a and short o to long o. The difference between 
long e and short e, and between long i and short i, is chiefly, 
however, that of accent, as in the case of a and o, though there 
seems also to be a slight difference in that quality of the 
sound, which depends upon the lengthening of the vocal tube. 
Thus, e long is sounded as ey in they, prey, obey, Zulu wena, 
"thou"; e short as e in then, bed, Zulu kuhle, "nice," itye, 
"stone." I long is sounded as i in ravine, Zulu mina, " I," 
tina " we;" I short as i in "pit," Zulu ubani, " who." As another 
illustration of this letter, and also of the general principle or 
differenice between the long and short Zulu vowels, take the 
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word " seeing." In this word the ee are sounded as i long in 
Zulu, while the i in seeing is sounded as i short in Zulu; and 
the two sounds, that of ee and of i in "seeing," are respectively 
that of i and of i in emini " midday," and in ababili " two per- 
sons," the penultimate i being long=-ee, and the final i being 
short i in the word " seeing." This general difference in the 
length of vowels in Zulu may be further illustrated by taking 
certain English words, and observing the difference in the 
force and length of certain vowels according as they do or do 
not receive the accent; e.g. the sound of a in " man" and in 
"c woman," " Japan and Japanese," "Asia and Asiatic," and the 
sound of e in " Egypt and Egyptian." 

As a general rule, sufficiently correct for all practical pur- 
poses, we may say that the vowels of the accented syllables 
are long, while those of the unaccented are short. But the 
long vowels are not all of the same uniform length; neither 
are the short vowels all of the same uniform shortness. Be- 
tween the ordinarily long and short, or rather between those 
of the medium length and those of the medium shortness, 
there is another grade, a vowel-sound of intermediate length, 
which is found for the most part under the secondary accent 
of long words, as the long vowels are formed under the 
primary accent, as in the word ukutulula " to pour out," where 
the primary accent falls, as usual, on the penult, while the 
secondary accelnt falls on the initial of the word. Hence the 
u after k and t is short, the u in the penult is long, and the 
initial u is longer than that after k and t, but shorter than 
that after I in the penult, or is of intermediate length. And 
then, again, the difference in length between the long and 
short is scarcely greater than that between the short and 
shortest, or greater than that also between the long and 
longest. Thus, in the word wokulondoloza, " for preserving," 
we have the vocal o four times: in the penult it is long; in the 
first syllable, wo, it is intermediate; in the syllable lo, before 
nd, it is short, but not so short as in the syllable ndo, which is 
pronounced more lightly than any of the rest., This word 
has three accents-the primary on the penult, the secondary 
on wo, and the tertiary on lo, before nd. 

Again, take the words itole, " calf," and umqoto, " an up- 
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right man," and we have an instance of o long in the penult 
of the first, itole, and of o somewhat longer than usual in the 
penult of the second, umqoto. Hence in these two words, 
wokulondoloza and u)nzqoto, we have the following series of the 
vocal o, viz. shorter, short, intermediate, long, and longer, 
So, also, we have the same series of the vocal u. In the word 
usungulu, "needle," it occurs four times, being long in the 
penult, short in the syllable su, shorter in the final syllable, 
and between long and short in the first syllable. It is long 
also in susa, "remove," but longer in bula, "mention." 
Hence in the words usungulu and bula we have the same five 
varieties of length in the vowel u, as we had in the vowel o. 
And the same might be shewn of the other vowels. But 
these minor differences need not be marked. 

As, in naming the colours of the raitnbow, we do not pretend 
to specify all the minute varieties and gradations of shade, 
but deem it sufficient to select and designate the principal; so, 
in the series of vocalic and consonantal sounds, we must con- 
tent ourselves with denoting those which are generic and 
fundamental, and leave the less important subordinate shades 
to arrange themselves under their respective principals. The 
long and short vowels, as such, have not as yet been marked 
in our orthography of the Zulu; though it may be important 
to have this done in vocabularies, and perhaps some other 
books. But as to how these differences should be designated, 
whether by figures or some kind of diacritic mark above or 
below either the long or short vowel characters, we are not so 
well prepared to speak as those to whom we refer the subject, 
or those more conversant than we are with the different 
methods in use, and with their respective advantages and dis- 
advantages, and with the facility of obtaining the different 
kinds of type wlich might be required. 

Any system of notation which is simple, sufficient in good 
taste, and on which all are agreed, will satisfy us. 

The obscure vowel-sounds are found chiefly at the end of 
words, where, they are often passed over so sliglhtly as to 
become almost, and in some cases quite, imperceptible in 
ordinary speech. In such cases the true vowel-sound is 
generally ascertained only by a particular effort, or by taking 
the word in combiniation or inflection where the sound is 
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brought out more fully, or known by analogy. Examples of 
this class are found in the final vowels of such words as 
ubumhlope, "whiteness"; isiribe " a noose"; umgani, "friend"; 
Udingani, "a proper name of a person "; inkosi " chief"; 
ihashi, "a horse"; indao, "place"; icino "extremity"; irubo, 
" song "; inceku, " servant"; &c.; and hence these words are 
often written-isiribi, ihashe, indau or indawo, inceko, &c. 

Some of these differences may be dialectic or tribal, and 
hence real, though the vowel is perhaps equally obscure in 
each case. 

But if we inflect the word and put the nouns in the locative 
case, the formation of which follows certain fixed laws,-as 
that nouns in e final make the locative in eni; those in i final, 
in ini; those in o final, in weni; and those in u final, in wini, 
-the accent is carried forward and made to fall on what was 
obscure in the simple form of the word, which change of 
accent generally determines at once what is the true sound, 
and what letter should be employed to represent it. 

But the obscure intermediate vowel-sounds are not found 
exclusively at the end of words: they occur occasionally else- 
where. 

An obscure sound, intermediate between e and i, is some- 
titnes heard, as in purnisa or pumesa, " put out "; and a sound 
intermediate between e and u, as in the same word punisa or 
pemisa; and also between i and u, as in the same word again, 
thus, pimisa or pumisa; between o and u, as in Umhlote or 
Umhluti (niame of a river), Utogela or Utugela (name of a 
river), unmunomuzana or umununmuzana " a man of wealth and 
influence." 

The vowels u and i are sometimes used somewhat furtively, 
or as a kind of sheva, sometimes appearing, and sometimes 
not, and sometimes having a kind of suppressed utterance, as 
umusa or umsa, "mercy "; uukukazimla or ukulkazimula, " to 
glisten"; ubuinnyama or ubuminyama, " darkness "; inkabi or 
inikabi, " an ox." 

There is also, in Zulu, a slightly modified sound of the vowel 
e, the same as the German ci, a sound between that of a in 
" bat " and ai in " bait "; thus, hambela, " walk about, or for," 
from hamba, " walk," and so generally in what is called the 
relative or objective, or el formn of the verb. 
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It is not, however, thought advisable to introduce new cha- 
racters, or the use of diacritic or other marks, to represent 
these sounds, as some of them vary but slightly from their 
cognate or leading sounds, some may be the result of a care- 
less pronunciation, some of them may be dialectical diffe- 
rences; and those which are really intermediate between two 
different vowels may doubtless be gathered under one or the 
other fundamnental and distinct vocal cognates without in- 
convenience, or violence to the language. If, then, we pass 
over these obscure vowel-sounds, and also the nicer varieties 
or shades, above referred to, and represent the long or inde- 
pendent vocal sounds, as heretofore, by the simple letters a, e 
i, o, u, and indicate the shortness or dependence of the sounds, 
as is sometimes done, by a circuimflex over the letters, we 
have the following 

List of Vowel Characters, 
with their corresponding values assigned: 

Long. Eng. Zulu. Slhort. Eng. Zulu. 
a as in "fatlher," urnmame a as in "dogma," utmsa. 
e .. .. "prey," wena. e .. .. "let," itye. 
?,i . ., 'C ravine," mina z .. .. " pit," ububi. 
o .. .. "bone," uboya. o .. .. "none," uyihlo. 
u .. .. "cool," ngyubo. 

, 
.. .. "full," snsinz. 

2. Diphthongs. 

In writing the Zulu language no use has been madle of 
improper diphthongs or digraphs. Each vowel has, in all cases, 
its own sound, though the sound is not always so open and 
full in the diphthong as in other situations. 

All writers, however, on the Zulu language, and also in it, 
are not agreed on this subject. 

Some say, that in a few cases two vowels combine for the 
formation of one sound, as in hai "no," Uncapai, a proper 
name; others, that there are in Zulu no diphthongs, but that 
whenever two vowels meet, the separate power of each is 
distinctly marked and preserved in pronunciation. But the 
truth seems to lie somnewhat between these two classes, 
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though there are also tribal or national differences on this 
point. 

Again, the same writer or translator has not been always 
uniform in the application of his prirnciples, so as to write all 
words (all vowels having the same or similar relation to each 
other) by the same rule. Hence among the different writers 
we have a i k o ayiko, or a yi ko, " it is not "; a u ko, a wit 
ko, or awuko, " it is not"; hlaula or hlawula, "pay penalty"; 
au or awu, " O" ! indao or indawo, "place"; unyao or unyawo, 
"foot." But a close observation of the manner in which the 
natives pronounce these and similar words and syllables, at 
least in this region, and as seems to us, as well as the greater 
simplicity of writing, and the surest way of securing uni- 
formity, warrant and recommend that we make no use of 
digraphs; that such a mode of writing the diphthongs be 
practised as will allow the vowels to retain their own sounds, 
so that their generic quality be not wrested in the blending to 
which they may be subject; that we give each vowel a sepa- 
rate pronunciation in all cases, allowing it, however, to be 
more close in diphthongs (especially in the diphthongs ai and 
au) than elsewhere; and that we incline rather to a light, 
neat, and flexible, than to a loose, cumbersome, and drawling 
orthography, and take care not to insert a consonant between 
two vowels, making a yi ko of a i k o, a wu ko of a ua ko, and 
indawo of indao, &c., simply to aid in the spelling exercise of 
the pupil, or for any other purpose, where the best native 
pronunciation does not strictly require it. 

If we adopt this course, we shall have the following Zulu 
diphthongs with their assigned values, viz.- 

Ai, nearly the sound of i in " pine," or the sound of the inter- 
jection " ah" and the pronoun " ye " rapidly pronounced to- 
gether, as in the Zulu words ai, "no," hai, "no," ugwai, "snuff." 

Au, sounded as ou in "ounce," or ow in "now," as in the Zulu 
words au, " oh," gaula, " chop," hlaula, "pay a fine," umrau, 
" compassion." 

Ao, in which the components retain their own respective 
values as before defined, as is the case, also, in the other 
diphthongs, as in the words indao and usaoti, " salt," as 
Zuluized from the English word salt. 
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Eu, in which the vowels retain their respectives values, as 
in the words imbeu, " seed," ukweula, " to descend." 

S. Consonants. 

Before proceeding to speak of the individual consonantal 
sounds of the Zulu, it may be well to notice generally what 
will findl an illustration as we proceed, in several instances, 
and what might be expected in an unwritten language, 
namely, that many of the sounds of this language, consonantal 
and others, are not so fixed-the lines of demarcation, espe- 
cially between cognate consonants, as b and p, g and k, v and,f, 
&c., are not so distinctly drawn and uniformly observed, as in 
languages long since reduced to writing. This evil, however, 
must and will be corrected as a knowledge of letters is ex- 
tended among the people. The fluctuating pronunciation and 
intermediate shades of consonantal as well as of vocalic 
sounds must be arranged under their nearest and most appro- 
priate principals. When, therefore, in the following remarks, 
the value of a given letter is stated, and it is added that this 
letter also represents a sound intermediate between that and 
another, or that it should represent such a sound, it is not to 
be understood that such a letter has two values or one princi- 
pal and one modified value, but that its value is fixed and 
uniform, and that slightly varying shades are arranged under 
it, and made, or designed to be made, to conform to it. 

We will now attempt to give and describe the several 
consonantal sounds of the Zulu language, taking as our guide, 
and as the basis of our remarks, the letters (simple and com- 
pound) which have been used heretofore, and endeavouring to 
notice also, in their places, those sounds which as yet have had 
no suitable representative assigned to them. 

B is sounded in Zulu as in English; as "but," "number "; 
ubaba, "my father"; bona, " see "; yebo, "yes": under it is 
ranked, also, a somewhat modified sound of this letter, nearly 
intermediate between the genuine b and p, as koboza or 
kopoza, "dig and plant again." This intermediate sound is 
heard, also, in other instances, in which it comes nearer to p 
than to b, and hence is reckoned under that letter, as in gapula 
or gabula, " break "; popoza or boboza, " weep." 
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D has a clear distinct sound, as in "death, did," udade, 
" sister"; kodwa, "but." It is also used to represent a sound 
nearly intermediate between d and t, as Udambuza or Utambuza 
a proper name; ukudunduzela or ukutunduzela, " to comfort." 
This is common. 

F has generally a clear sharp sound, as in " fate, if"; umn- 
fana, " boy "; funda, " learn"; is8fo, " disease." 

There is also a sound intermediate between that off ancd v, 
which is sometimes expressed by f and sometimes by v, as in 
Uzafugana or Uzavugana, a proper name; ukuvuta or 
ulkufuta, " to blow, ignite, rail." 

G is always hard, as in "go, game, log:" igamna, "name," geza, 
" wash." It is often preceded by the ringing nasal sound of 
n, especially in the beginning of the particles and prepositions, 
as ng (a euphonic copulative particle like " is, are," in English); 
nga, "Ion account of," &c.; ngi, " I, me." The sound repre- 
sented by this combination of consonants is a simple ele- 
mentary one; therefore, in using these letters to express it, 
they (especially n) are turned aside from their proper office. 

The sound is niearly the same as that of ng in "c king, ringing, 
ending." There is also a sound intermediate between that of 
g and of k, which is, in some cases, expressed by one letter, 
and in others by the other; as in Uzafugana or Uzafukana, 
a proper name, (see F); ukuganda or ukukanda, " round"; 
Utugela or Utukela, name of a riyer, (see Vowels). 

H is an aspirate, as in " hat, behave": hamba, " walk"; haya, 
" sing"; ihashi, "horse." The sound represented by A, as 
uttered by the natives in such words as hamba, haya, &c., 
comes nearer to a guttural than the English h. The Zulu h 
may be called a guttural aspirate, and be sounded with more 
force and depth than in such words as hat, hand, home. The 
most common use of this letter in Zulu orthography is in 
combination with 1, making hi, where, in some cases, the h is 
scarcely aspirate, but lhelps to represent a sound which some 
have tried to represent by dhl; while in other cases the hl 
must be strongly aspirated to represent the sound which some 
have tried to indicate by thl. 

The pure proper sound of h is not very common in Zulu. 
J has, in Zulu, the same (dzh) sound as in the Englisl 
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words "judge, jar": Zulu jabula, "rejoice"; isijinyi, "pud- 
ding." This sound, hardened, or uttered with a strong aspira- 
tion, comes near to a very common sound in Zulu, which has 
been represented sometimes by ty (see ty). 

KC.-The sound of this letter is the same in Zulu as in 
English, as in "keep, king": kodwa, "but"; kambe, "of 
course.' As has been remarked, it is sometimes made to ex- 
press a sound interfmediate to that of k and g (see g). In 
words transferred from other languages it is used to represent 
the sound of c hard, as ikam, or ikama, or ikomrn "comb"; 
ilkamolo "camel." 

L, in Zulu, has the soft liquid sound of the same letter in 
English as in the words "love, lark": londa, "keep"; bala, 
"count." As has been already remarked, I has been often 
compounded with h, making hi sometimes representing the 
soft lateral dento-lingual sound of did, as in ukuitla, "to 
eat"; and sometimes representing the aspirate palato-lingual 
sound of thl, as in hlala, " sit," (see A and 4l). 

M has the same sound in Zulu as in English, as in " man, 
me ": musa, " must not"; mina, " I, me" ; puma, " come out." 
This letter is combined with many other consonants, as mb, 
mf, mli, mn, mnzn, &c. (see Combinations of Consonants). 

NV has two sounds, the one pure, simple, as in " no, name": 
na, " and, with" ; ni, " ye"; ukuneta, " to be wet"; the other, 
the half-suppressed nasal corppound, as in "bank, thing": 
ngena, '" enter"; nzga, " by, on account of"; umnyaka, " year": 
it also enters into combination with other consonants (see 
Compounds of Consonants). 

P has generally, in Zulu, the clear sound of the same letter 
in English, as in "pin, past"; pila, "live"; ukupa, "to 
give." It is, however, used in some cases to represent a sound 
between the proper p and b, an indistinct intermediate sound 
like that of the same letter in " cupboard," as Umpohlo or 
Umbohlo, a proper name. 

R.-The English sound of r is not found in the Zulu lan- 
guage, and it is with the greatest difficulty that the natives 
can be taught to utter it properly: they always incline to give 
the sound of I in place of r when required to utter the latter. 

This letter has, however, been employed in Zulu ortho- 
graphy to represent generally several guttural sounds of 
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different degrees of depth and strengtlh, from the guttural 
aspirate h to the peculiarly harsh, deep-toned guttural, un- 
known and unutterable to the European, as in rola, " lead," 
where the sound of r is but a little more aspirate and guttural 
than A; rara, "be voracious"; raqa, " surround," where the 
guttural is much deeper and stronger (see Gutturals hereafter). 

This letter has also been employed in another, professedly 
its English value, in words taken from other languages, par- 
ticularly in the name of Christ (Ukristu). But the natives 
generally give this letter, in such words, the guttural sound 
which it is made to represent in their own language, or they 
change it to 1, or they omit it entirely. This letter, therefore, 
has several values in Zulu, being mnade to represent at least 
two different gutturals, and the English sound of r-an evil, 
surely, which ought to be remedied in the new orthography. 
The true English sound of r is said to be very common in the 
Sichuana language, a cognate of the Zulu. 

S.-The value of this letter varies from the soft flat sound 
approaching the z, in "as, nasal"; ukusungeza, ulkuzungeza, 
" to go round"; to the sharp hissing English sound of it in 
"us, saint": insika, " post ;" inkosi, " chief." The most 
common sound is the sharp hissing, the variations to the 
soft flat being rare, and often slight. 

T is sounded as in "tide, net"; tina, "we, us"; teta, 
" reprove, judge"; tula, " be silent." There are intermediate 
sounds, as above remarked under d, between this and that 
letter, which are somietimes represented by t and sometimes 
by d (see d). T has also been compounded with y, making ty, 
to express a sound in some cases analogous to the English 
ch (tch), as in " church": tyetya, " hasten"; ulkutyo, " to say"; 
(see Ty). T has also been employed in some cases before 
s, to represent the strong hissing sound of that letter, as in 
nansi or nantsi, " here it is"; intsika, "a post." 

V is sounded as in "vine, cave": vala, "shut"; ukova, 
" banana." This letter is also used to represent a sound be- 
tween that off and v. (See f.) 

W is always a consonant in Zulu, and has the English 
sound of that letter, as in " way, wise"; wisa, " cast down"; 
wena, " thou"; ukuwela, " to pass over." 
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Y is always a consonant in Zulu, and has the Englislh 
value of that letter (in our system of orthography), as in 
"yes, you "; yonke, "all"; yala, "admonish." Y is also 
compounded with t, making ty (see t and ty). 

Z is sounded as in " zeal, freeze"; izwi, " word"; izinkorno, 
" cattle." 

4. Combinations of Consonants. 
The present method of writing the Zulu language makes 

use of a large number of consonantal comfbinations. These 
may be divided into two classes-the combination of conso- 
nants with consonants, and the combination of consonants 
with clicks. The former, and their value, are chiefly as 
follows :- 

Dw, as in " dwarf"; indwangu, "c cloth"; kodwa, " but." 
Ghl has been used sometimes to express a sound which is 

not found in English, and not easy to be described. It is 
sometimes represented by hl, and sometimes by dli, as in 
uklughiula, or ukuliula, or ukudhliula, "to surpass or pass 
by" (see hi flat or soft below.) 

Gwv, as in ukugwinya, "to swallow"; isigwanxo, "bar or 
bolt," like gu in " language, languor." 

HIi, as in ukuhla, "to eat"; amanhla, " strenath"; hiala 
"play"; hlula, or ghluia, "pass by"; which has no corre- 
sponding sound in the European tongues. The sound of hi 
in this case is similar to that of hi below, but is not so strong: 
the I is but slightly aspirated, and the aspiration in this case 
is more lateral. It has sometimes been not unskilfully re- 
presented by dAl, and may be called the flat dento-lingual I 
slightly aspirated. 

HI, as in umhla, "day"; ukuhlupa, " to afflict"; hiala, 
"sit"; umhlaba, "the world." This has no corresponding 
sound in the European tolngues. It is the sound of I strongly 
aspirated, and sometimes represented by thl, occasionally by 
khl, or by tl and sl. It is similar to hl above; but here the 
aspiration is palatal, there it is lateral; here very strong, 
there very slight; here hard, there soft. 

1lw, as in umeAhlwa, " white ant" ; uhlwayi, " shot "; 
umhilwazi (sort of snake). This is the sound of the first hi 
above, with the addition of w=dhlw. 
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Hiw (thlw), as in ukuhlwanyela, "to sow": the same as 
the sound of the second hl above, with w added. 

Jw, as in ijwabu, " a strip"; unmjwacu, " lean beast"; 
jwayeia, " be accustomed." 

Ki, much like hl hard, as in ubuklapaklapa, or ubuhlapah- 
lapa, "prodigality"; inklanyo, or inhlango, " ree-bok." 

lCw, as in u/kcukwela, "to mount"; ukwanda, "to increase"; 
the sound of qu in "quantity, queen." 

Lw, as in ukulwa, "to fight"; isilwane, " a wild beast"; not 
found in English, but may be produced from "will want," 
"shall waive," &c., by prefixing the final I of "will" and 
"shall " to the following words-" want," and " waive," &c. 

Mb, as in ukumba, " to dig "; ukuhamba, " to walk"; 
isidumbi, " a bean." It will be remembered that the Zulu 
makes, for the most part, open syllables, so that the proper 
division of these words is thus-u-ku-nmba, u-k/u-ha-mba, &c. 
This sound of mb occurs frequently, and consists of the half- 
suppressed sound of m before b, as mnay be seen in the English 
words "amber, perambulate," by separating the m from the 
foregoing, and prefixing it to the following syllable thus, 
a-mber, &c. 

Mf, as in unfumfu "August (?)," umumfama, pl. 
abamfama, "friendless"; uklcnfonona, ""to perspire." This 
sound may be produced from such words as " brinmful, lym- 
phatic." 

Mhl, as in ubunmhlope, " whiteness": the soutnd of the 
second hl above, preceded by m. 

Mk, as in u/kwamkela, " to receive." 
The Zulus often insert a furtive u, or sheva, after m, in suich 

words, making uk/acamukela. But this word thus written 
mightbe taken for the relative form of ukwamuka, (ukwamukela,) 
wlhich means, "to take away by force," while ukwankela 
means " to receive." 

MI, as in ukwamleka, " to be habituated"; ukuzamiila, " to 
gape"; umpefumlo, " soul"; not found in English, but may 
be produced from such words as " hamlet " by joining nm with 1. 

Mn, as in ubumnandi, " sweetness"; which sound may be 
produced from such words as " hymned, lhymnology," &c. 

Mny, as in ubumnyama, the sound of mn above united with 
T 
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that of y. Some regard it as proper to insert a sheva or furtive 
i in this word, making ubuminyama, "darkness"; but the 
sound of i is seldom if ever heard in the native pronunciation. 

Mp, as in inswempe, "a quail"; insumpa, "a wart"; 
sounded as mp, in " lamp, hemp." 

Ms, as in gomso, which may take the furtive it, and become 
goniuso. 

Msh, as in ukukumsha, or ukukumtya, " to interpret": this 
is the sound of sh or ty preceded by that of m (see sh and ty). 

Mt, as in ubumtote, " sweetness"; sounded as mt in " tempt, 
empty," where p is silent. 

Mv, as in inhiamvu, "fruit"; emva, "after"; a sound not 
found in English, but made without difficulty: sometimes u 
is inserted, making emuva, &c. 

Nd, as in ulkutanda, "to love"; uklupenduka, "to turn, 
repent"; Umsindisi, " Saviour"; sounded as in " hand, brand." 

Ndw, as in undwendwe, "a row, ridge"; not found in 
English, but composed of nd above and w. 

Ng, as in isango, " gate"; nigena, " enter"; umsengi, (kind 
of tree); sounded as ng in " sing, reading" (see g). 

Ngw, as in igwangwa, " unripe fruit"; sengwa, " be milked"; 
sounded as ngu in "language, languor." 

Nhl, as in amanhla, "strength"; sounded as the first hi 
above with nasal n prefixed = ndhl. 

Nhl (nthl), as in inhle, " it is nice"; amanhlambe, " waves": 
sounded as the second hi above with nasal n prefixed. 

Nj, as in njalo, "thus": njani, " how"; like nj in "injure, 
enjoy," putting the n with j in the second syllable. 

Nk, as in ukunkenketa, "to ache"; the sound of n/k in 
" ink, bank." 

Nkw, as in isinkwa, sounded as nqu in " inquire," putting 
n into the second syllable with qu. 

Ns, as in pansi, " down, under"; like ns in " onset, answer," 
putting n into the second syllable with s. 

Nt, as in kanti, " so it is "; umruntu, " person"; sounded 
as nt in " want, sent." 

Nts, as in ukuntsala, or uklunsala, " to bend a bow "; 
sounded as nts in " ants." 

Nw, as in umnwe, " finger"; unwele, " hair." 
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Ny, as in umnyaka, "a year"; ubukanga, "light"; sounded 
as ny in " Bunyan," putting n with y into the second syllable. 

Nyw, as in ukulunywa, " to be bitten"; not found in 
English, but made of ny and v. 

Nz, as in ukwenza, " to do"; ubunzima, " heaviness" 
sounded as ns in " tansy," putting n with s, which has the 
sound of z. 

Sh, as in pesheya, "beyond (the river"); sshlka, "rub"; 
shumayela, "speak"; ishumi, "ten"; sounded as sh in 
" shine, shade." This is a simple elementary sound differing 
from the sound of both the letters in the combination, whether 
they be taken either singly or conjointly, as is the case also 
in English (see ty). 

Shw, as in shwila, "twist"; the sound of sh above united 
with w. 

Sw, as in ukuswela, " to want"; umsweswe, " a shred"; 
sounded as sw in " sweet, swing." 

Tsk (see ty). 
Tshw (see tyw). 
Tw, as in ukutwala, " to carry", umtwana, " a child"; 

sounded as twe in " twenty, twilight," 
Ty.-This combination has been used to represent a sound 

or sounds of considerable variation and ambiguity, or un- 
steadiness. These sounds have been represented also by 
other characters, either single or compound. 

Different Societies in this field have employed different 
characters or compounds; and the same Society has not 
always practised entire uniformity, either as a whole or as 
individuals. 

This diversity arises probably, in part, from a difference in 
pronunciation of some words by different natives and different 
tribes; thus the words ishumi, "ten," and ihashi, "horse," 
as generally pronounced, should be written as above; but, as 
sometimes heard, should be written as they sometimes have 
been-ityumi, ihatyi, or itshumi, ihatshti. 

In illustration of these remarks, we give here several words 
in Zulu, as written by different individuals and different So- 
cieties, giving the word first in English, thus- 

T 2 
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" To say," ukutyo, ulkusho, u/kutsho. 
" To leave," u/kushiya, ukukiya. 
" To hasten," u/kutyetya, ukutslcetsha, uk/ukeka. 
" To act basely," akutyinga,-shinga,-tshinga,-shinga. 
" To tell," uk/utyela, ukhukela. 
" To sink," ukutyona, and uk/utshona." 
" To drive away," u/kuxotya, and u/kuxotsha. 
" To speak," ukushumayela, and u/kut yumayela. 
" To cast away," ukutyinga, and uktkuinga. 
" Grass," utyani, and ujani. 
" Ten," ishurmi, ityumi, ik/zmnn. 
" Horse," ihashi, ihatyi, ihaki. 
" Stone," itye, ike, iki. 

Upon these and similar words we have, from time to time, 
mnade observation, with special reference to the subject of 
orthography, and endeavoured to note, in various ways, as 
near as possible, the true sounds as they came from the lips 
of the natives. After taking from these, and others of a like 
kind, such as may be properly spelt with sh (according to our 
present notation), as ishumi, ihashi, uk/ushumayela, &c., the 
remainder may be reduced to three varieties of orthography, 
or to three classes, as to the particular sounds in question, of 
which certani words may be taken as specimens, as follows: 

1. Utyani, or ujani, " grass"; kityiwe, or k/jiwe, " is taken 
out." The sound of ty in these words is nearly that of t (c/c) 
in the English word " statue." It is also like that of d (dy or 
dj), as given by some in the word " gradual, assiduous, edu- 
cate." Perhaps it cannot be described better than to say it 
is between the sound of the second t in "; statue," and d in 
" educate," or better still, that it is equivalent to dj, dsh, or 
dczh strongly aspirated (see J). 

2. Tyetya or tshetsha, tyona or tshona, tyinga, shinga, or 
jinga, "act basely." The sound of ty in these words is 
nearly that of the Spanish ch, as heard in " much, church"; 
or the sound of tsh or tch, as heard in "nature, virtue." 

The sound ty is not, however, precisely the same in eaclh 
of these words. The first (tyetya) is taken as the standard 
or best representative of this class; and in it the sound of ty 
is nearly that of tsh or tch, while the sound of ty in the 
others (tyona, tyinga) is not so sharp. 
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But, as a whole, this second class of sounds (of ty) corre- 
sponds to the first class, as t to d, tj to dj, or as tsh or tchl to 
dsh or dzh, as sharp to flat. 

3. Itye, tyinga, "cast away"; tyela. The sound of ty in 
these words resembles that of ty in the last class, but is still 
sharper, more aspirate. Hence the sounds that have been 
represented by ty may be called ty flat, ty sharp, and ty 
sharper; each class, however, having a gradation of its own, 
wlich reaches to and unites with its contiguous class. The 
unuber of words, however, belonging to the third class, and 

having a peculiarly sharp sound above many of the second 
class, are very few. 

It is therefore probably inexpediernt to represent all these 
nicer shades and varieties of sounds. It may be sufficiently 
accurate, more practicable, and more useful, to gather and 
arrange all the varieties of the series, here described and 
discussed, under two classes. 

This may be done without difficulty, by putting into the 
first class (dsh or dzh) a few words which, according to the 
above arrangement, would come into the second; and by 
including what remains of the second class, and the few of 
the third class, as above divided, also under one other (the 
second class), which would be most properly represented by 
tsh or tch, or such other characters as may be chosen and 
adopted to represent it. 

Tyw, as in ubutywala, "beer"; the first (soft) sound of ty 
(dsh) with w. 

Yw, as in ukushiywa, "to be left"; not founid in English, 
nor easily described, though the letters yw are used as nearly 
as possible in their common value. 

Zw, as in ukcur-wa, "to hear"; ilizwe, "country"; izwi, 
"word." This sound is not found in English, though its 
corresponding sharp sound, that of sw, is common, as in 
" sweet, swear." 

The true sound of zw may be produced from su by chang-. 
ing the sound of s into that of z in suclh words as " assuage 
(azzwage), and " suaviter," (zwaviter) &c. 
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5. Clicks. 

The clicks (clucks or clacks) are a kind of sound unknown 
as a part of larnguage except in Southern Africa, and of such a 
peculiar nature that a foreigner finds it difficult to make or 
describe them. Indeed, they can be made correctly and with 
ease, and properly combined with other contiguous sounds, 
only by a native, and be known with accuracy to a foreigner 
only by hearing them. But they may be described sufficiently 
well for the purpose before us. 

The clicks may be divided into three general classes, ac- 
cording to the organs chiefly employed in making them, viz. 
the dental, the palatal, and the lateral click. 

The dental click is made by placing the tongue firmly upon 
the front teeth and withdrawing it suddenly with a suction. 
The sound may be made by a European to attract the atten- 
tion of a pet animal, or by the fondling mother to make her 
infant smile, taking care to employ only the tongue and front 
teeth and not the lips; or again, by an effort to remove with 
the tongue some foreign substance from between the front 
teeth by suction. The letter c has been used to represent this 
click, as in icola, " debt;" ukucita, " to destroy." 

The palatal click (g) is so called from its being made by 
pressing the tongue closely upon the roof of the mouth and 
withdrawing it suddenly, so as to produce a sharp, quick noise, 
a smack, clack, or click, as in qa, " no"; qina, " be fast"; 
iqawe, " a brave man." 

The lateral click is so called from its being tnade by the 
tongue in conjunction with the side (double) teeth, as in xapa, 
"lap" (as a dog); ixiba, "watch-house": a sound quite re- 
sembling this in some of its simpler forms is often made by 
the rider to urge on his horse. 

Each general class of clicks has at least three slight modi- 
fications, which, according to the kind of modification, may 
be called the nasal click, the guttural click and the naso- 
guttural click. 

These several modifications have been represented, at least 
to some extent, by prefixing the character significant of the 
modification (n, g, and ng), to the several characters (c, q, and 
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x), significant of the simple click, as in the following 
examplss : 

Simple Click. Nasal Click. Guxttural Click. Naso-guttural Click. 

c no gc ngc 
ca ncenga gewala ungcwengcwe 
cita gcina ungcweda 
icala 

q nq gq ngq 

qa nquma gqabuk a gingqiza 
qina unqoqwane gqugquza ingqele 
qala gqula 

M n.t 9x ngx 
xapa nxanela gxotya umungxiba 
ixiba inxeba gxilisa 

nxapa _ 

What are here called modified clicks are but varieties of 
the respective classes of what are called simple clicks, and 
should be regarded, not a combination of sounds by the addi- 
tion of a new sound, but another form of the same sound, or 
rathera rnew monosound, moderately varying from the principal 
sound called the simple click,-the simple click being called 
so, more from its being a common head of the class, or a rallying 
centre, than from its being any more of a monosound than 
what are called the modified clicks. 

If, then, some simple character be used to represent the 
simple clicks, and some slight modification of that character 
by a diacritic mark be used to represent the modified clicks, 
the orthography of the language will be simplified, and the 
ground of some dispute be removed as to whether the modifi- 
cation precedes or follows the simple click, inasmuch as it will 
appear at once that the modification is in, and neither before 
or after the- click. But the symbols, both principal and 
modified, for the different kinds of clicks, will be suggested 
hereafter, though the final choice or suggestion as to what 
may be the most appropriate symbols, for these as well 
as other sounds, is left of course to the ultimate and general 
Committee. 

The only proper combination of consonants with clicks, 
according to this view, is that in which the different i arieties 
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are sometimes followed by w, as in cwila, "dive"; gcwa'a, 
"fill"; unqoqwane, "snow"; though, according to past and 
present orthography, all the nasal, guttural, and naso-guttural 
clicks have consonants prefixed to the character chiefly sig- 
nificant of the click. 

There is some fluctuation in the use of the clicks, especially 
in some words and among different tribes: some say bin qa, 
others binca, " bind"; some say xuga, others quga, " be 
loose"; at one time ca, at another, qa, "n no." 

At one time we seem to hear ngqoka, at another, gqoka, 
and at another, yoka, " dress "; ngqiba, gqiba, or qiba, " close 
up." But the fluctuation is not very great: the same kind 
also is sometimes observed among the consonants and vowels. 

Many of the words in which the clicks are found seem to 
be onomatopes; as, qabula, "snap"; cocoma, "hop"; cinsa, 
"spirt"; coboza, " crush"; cokozela, "parley"; conyozela, 
",hobble"; ubucwaziewazi, "splendour"; ukucwazimula, 
"to be bright"; cumbacumba, "tickle"; amaqabuqabu, 
"finery"; qaqa, "rip"; qaqamba, "ache,throb"; qaqazela, 
shiver, tremble"; eca or eqa, "jump"; uqoqoqo, "the tra- 
chea"; qova, or xova, or xuva, "mix," (as mortar); - %oxa, 
"converse together"; qunquta, "shake out"; quqa, "trot"; 
xapa, "lap," (as dogs and cats); xcokozela,"make a tumult"; 
conisa, "1 shake up "; cofo2a, " crush "; cataza, " pour out," (as 
of a bottle) ; xapazela or xapaza, "bubble or boil," (as a 
pudding); xegaxega, " totter, go tottering "; xuma, " prance, 
nestle. " 

6. Gutturals. 

The guttural sounds, as they are called, in the Zulu lan- 
guage, are somewhat fieqpent and various. The different 
var-ieties or shades may be reduced to three classes, which 
cannot, perhaps, be better designated than by calling one the 
soft continuous, another the hard continuous, and the third 
the explosive guttural. 

The two former have been heretofore represented by the 
letter r, and the latter sometimes by r and sometimes by k. 
None of them occeur, however, in the English language, and 
but one of tlhemi in any European tongue. 
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Tihe two latter-the hard continuous and the explosive can- 
not be pronounced by a foreigner. The soft-continuous gut- 
tural resembles a strongly aspirated h, the aspiration, how- 
ever, being back in the throat, and not in the palate or vault 
of the mouth. It is said to be the same as the Dutch g, as in 
gerneente, greout. But there are different shades or degrees 
even of this soft guttural. In some words the aspiration is 
scarcely more than that of the ordinary English h, as unorora, 
"baboon," or unohoha; unroro, " a cavern." But in rola, 
" lead," rabula, " drink," &c., it is stronger. 

The sound of the hard continuous guttural, and the manner 
of making it, are not easily described. It consists of a rough, 
forcible expulsion of the breath, sharply modified by a tremu- 
lous motion of the epiglottis, as in the words rara, "eat 
greedily," (as a cow in the garden, or a thief stolen food in 
constant fear of being caught); raqa, "surround"; rudula, 
" drag." This harsh continuous guttural is thought to re- 
semble the Hebrew Hheth (ti). If, then, we reckon the He- 
brew He (pn) as equivalent to the English h, we shall have He 
(i1) to Hheth (n) as h to the hard continuous Zulu guttural. 

But if we reckon the English h as between the Hebrew He 
and Hheth, we may say, as He is to h, so is h to Hheth 
And again, if we may reckon the soft guttural as intermediate 
to the hard and the English h, we shall have h to the soft gut- 
tural as the soft is to the hard. But the laws of mathematics 
do not apply with much precision or profit to phonetics. 

The other guttural, or group of gutturals, called explosive, is 
still more difficult to describe and make. It differs from the 
hard continuous by having less of the aspirate and more of the 
guttural, and seems to be made by contracting the aperture of 
the throat, shaping the organs of speech as if to utter cl in 
CC clown," and giving the breathba very compressed and forcible 
expulsion. 

The root of the sound seems to be that of k, kh, or kl, com- 
menced firmly and far back at the root of the tongue, urged 
and opening forward so as to break out into an explosive 
utterance with an abrupt termination. 

The number of words containing this sound are few, per- 
haps no more than ten or a dozen in all. Among them are 
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ukureza or ukukleza, " to milk into the mouth "; ukukweba, 
or ukureba, or ukukheba, " to tear as a lion the flesh of its 
prey"; umrezo or umikiexo, " the bush or switch of the tail." 
Some of these words seem to be onomoto-poetic; so do some 
of the words which contain the continuous guttural; as, rara, 
"eat fast and greedily in a crunching manner"; razula and 
rebula, "tear"; rebeza, "drive away locusts by a rustling, 
rattling noise "; irolo, " roughness"; ronqa, "'snore"; roza, 
" gurgle, bubble "; ratyazela, " rustle," (as ripe waving grain 
in the wind). 

Since the foregoing was written, the following remarks on 
some of the more important and difficult sounds of the Zulu 
language have been received from the Rev. J. L. Dohne, a 
German, and one of the Committee of the Am-Zulu Mission 
on uniform Orthography. 

The remarks are so evidently original and valuable, that 
we beg to insert them here, as a brief discussion, review, and 
confirmation of the subject before us. We copy them entire, 
beginning with 

" Dentals. 

Soft. Sharp. 
j as in jeza tsh or ty as in tyetya 
sh shiya ts .. . i rntselo 
z zala .s . 8 . sita 

"Aspirates. 

1. Soft, 'hl as in uku-hla. 
2. Sharp, 'hl as in ukwe-hla. 
3. Palatine guttural, kl, as in umgokla 

"In articulating the first two, 'hl and 'hl, the tongue, in a flat 
position, touches the palate, and an aspiration is made between 
the tongue and palate. The sound is the same as i1 in Welsh, 
in the appellation Lloyd. The same sound, a report has 
stated, is found also in Sanscrit, and the original pronunciation 
of the Hebrew t (Theth) was verv likely quite the same as 
in our case. 

" The sound represented by kl is a peculiar and a difficult 
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mrrixture of palatine and guttural power. In articulating, it 
sounds almost as a lateral click, for the flat tongue is moved 
as in making a guttural, and moves forth against the palate in 
a throwing way. 

" Persons who suffer of cholic (colic) sometimes make such 
a sound whien throwing up from the stomach. 

" Clicks. 

1. Dental-1, c; 2, gc; 3, nc; 4, ngc; in cima, gcina, ncala, 
ngcwanga. 

2. Palatal-1, q; 2, gq; 8, nq; 4, ngq; in qala, gqukca, nqaba, 
ngqoka. 

3. Lateral-1, x; 2, gx; 3, nx; 4, ngx; in xala, gxutya, 
nxusa, ngxangxa. 

"In articulating c, the point of the tongue is placed against 
the upper front teeth, touching but slightly the under teeth, 
and whilst the jaws are moved a little from each other, the 
tongue is drawn from the teeth as if it were in a sucking 
manner. 

" In some parts of Europe it is a custom that people, when 
an accident of a serious nature is related to them, express their 
sympathy by this very sign. 

" G added, modifies the original sound so as to make it 
flatter. N adds but the nasal sound; ng turns it still flatter. 
In articulating q, the tongue, in a flat position, is fixed against 
or rather in, the hole of the palate, and, as if sucking at it, 
clicks down with some power. 

"c There are several signs in common life similar to this 
click. Little children, when eating something sweet or sticky, 
frequently produce such clicks. 

" This Q class varies in the same manner as the C class: it 
is, however, easier to be learned. 

" To articulate x properly costs great pains and a great deal 
of practice. It is made by keeping the jaws a little from each 
other whilst the tongue is clicking against the laterals, just as 
one makes a noise by sucking at his teeth. It is modified ac- 
cording to the same rules as the preceding classes. 

" Properly speaking, we can hardly call the click by the 
name of consonants, or attribute to them the same power. 
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c" They are rather a mixture or part of some sound that is 
immediately connected with a following vowel, and nearly all 
appear to have originated from a tendency to express aareeable 
or disagreeable feelings by signs. In them we find a language 
of signs. Take, for instance, ncela, " suck," as (a child); ncen- 
ceta, "click for calling a dog"; neinza, ""pinch the flesh "; 
qaqa, " cut the skin," (as to cup, tear off, rip, tattoo); qatsha 
or qatya, "' gasp or struggle," (as a dying animal); qopa, " cut 
notches, tickle the nose and draw tears "; qiqazela, " run and 
make a bustle." 

" Gutturals. 

There are two gutturals which have been represented by 
the letter r. The one may be called the soft guttural, though 
it is of a broader sound than the German ch in macht. It cor- 
responds more to the gutturals, in the Dutch language, ch and 
g, as in " Christian," and in " God, goods," &c. 

" The other is a peculiar, ringing, harsh sound: it is made 
by contracting the throat, and then making a sound with the 
throat as if one were choking; thus, in rweba, rara, &c. The 
original pronunciation of the Hebrew I (Rhesh) may come 
nearest to it." 

According to the foregoing discussion and review, we find 
the sound of the Zulu language, and the signs heretofore used 
for them, to be chiefly as follows: 

I. Vowels. 

Long. Short. 
1. a as in "father," umame. 1. a as in " dogmna," umsa. 
2. e r. "pey," wena. 2. e . . "let," itye. 
3. i * * "lravine," Mina. 3. i * O " pit," inkosi. 
4. o .. "note," uboyai. 4. o . "none," uyiblo. 

ut e " pool," ingubo. 5. u . . " full," insiwnu. 
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1 1. Diphthongs. 

1. ai as in " aye, pine," ai, hai, unicapai, ugwai. 
2. ao .. .. unyao, indao. 
3. au "now, house," hlaula,acaula. 
4. eut . .. imbeu. 

III. Single Consonants. 

1. b as in "but," ubaba. 11. p as in "pin," pila. 
2. d .."did," u6dadl. I12. r . .tkr istu 
3. f * . fate,"fana. 13. s . us, saint," si, 
4. g .. "go, log," igama. umsa. 
5. h . . "hat," hamrba. 14. t . . "tide," tina. 
6. j .. "jar," jubula. 15. v . . "vine," vela. 
7. k .. "keep," kodwa. 16. w .. "way," wena. 
8. 1 .. "love," londa. 17. y .. "yes, you," yala. 
9. m .. "man," mina. 18. z .. "zeal," zona. 
10. n .. "no," neta. ukuza. 

IV. Combinations of Consonants. 
1. dw as in " dwarf," kodwa. 
2. gw . . " language," igwinya, gwaba. 
3. hl soft (dhl) as in ukluhla. 
4. hl hard, aspirate (thl) as in hlala (sit) 
5. hlw soft (dhlw) as in umhlwaig, umhlwazi. 
6. hlw hard (thlw) as in ulkuhiwanyela. 
7. jw as in ijwabu, urnjwacu. 
8. kl klapakiapa, unmgokla. 
9. kw .. "queen," kwela, ukwanda. 

10. Iw .. ukulwa, isilwane. 
11. mb .. ukumba, hamnba. 
12. mf .. umfumfu, abamfawno. 
13. mhl .. ubunzhlope. 
14. mk .. ukwamkela. 
15. ml .. ukwamleka, zamla. 
16. mn .. ubumnandi. 
17. mny . ubumnyama. 
18. MP . . "lamp," insumpa, inswempe. 
19. ms * gomso or gomuso, utinsa or umusa. 
20. msh .. ukukumsha (see sh and ty). 
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21. mt .. ubumtote. 
22. mv .. ihhlamvu, emva or emtuva. 
23. nd .. " hand," ukutanda, penduka. 
24. ndw .. undwendwe. 
25. ng .. "sing, reading," isango, ngena. 
26. ngw .. "language," igwangwa, sengwa. 
27. nhl soft, n and hi, or ndhl, as in amanhia. 
28. nhi liard, n and hl, or nthl, as in inhle, amanhlambi. 
29. nj as in njalo, njani. 
30. nk .. " ink, bank," ukunkenketa. 
31. nkw .. isinkwa 
32. ns .. jpansi, tonsa. 
33. nt .. "want," umuntu, kanti. 
34. nts . " ants," ukuntsala. 
35. nw .. unwele, umnwe. 
36. ny .. umnyaka. 
37. nyw .. ukulunywa, linywa. 
38. nz .. ukwenza, nzima. 
39. sh .. "shine, shall," pesheya, ishutni. 
40. shw .. shwila. 
41. sw .. " sweet," swela. 
42. tw .. " twenty," twala, umtwana. 

ty nearly equal to dsh and tsh, as below. 
43. dsh (or dzh) as in utyani or udshani, or ujani. 
44. tsh (or tch) as in tyetya, tshetsha, itye. 
45. tyw (or dsshw) as in ubutywala or ubudshwala. 
46. yw as in ukushiywa. 
47. zw as in ukuzwa, ilizwe, izw. 

1. Clicks. 

1. c as in cita, cima. 5. q as in qina qala. 
2. gc . gcwala, gcina. 6. gq . . qabuka, gquka. 
3. nc . ncenga, ncela. 7. nq .. nqumna, nqaba. 
4. ngc . u. ngcwengcwe, 8. ngq .. gingqiza, 

ngcwanga. ngqoka. 
9. x as in xapa, xala. 

10. gx .. gxotya, qxutya. 
11. nx .. nxaneia, nxusa. 
12. ngx .. umungxiba, 

ng.xangxa. 
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VI. Gutturals. 
1. r as in rola. 
2. r or r as in rara. 
3. r or ic, or H, ckl, as in r'iza, um'klezo. 

With these Tables of the sounds of the Zulu language and 
their signs or characters before us, we are better prepared to 
suggest some changes, insertions, and omissions, which we 
would recommend in the Zulu alphabet. 

1. Let the short sound of the several vowels be represented 
in vocabularies and elsewhere, when required, by a circumflex 
over the sign which stands for the corresponding long sound; 
thus, a long, as in umame, and 'a short as in ums'a; e long as in 
wetu, and e short, as in ilizw", &c. 

2. If, in some words, or in some dialects, it be thought neces- 
sary that each vowel of the several diphthongs should be sound- 
ed with a peculiar distinctness and separation, a diaeresis may 
be used, thus, aiu, ai. 

In the Zulu language each of the vowels in the several diph- 
thongs should ordinarily have a good degree of distinctness 
and separation given it in enunciation, and this should be 
considered the rule in Zulu, even without the diinresis. 

3. If the letter j, J, be used, as it has been by us and some 
others, in the English value of that letter, modifications of it 
might be made by marks attached to it, to represent several 
sounds, more or less closely related to it, as that, or some of 
those, of ty. But ifj should not be so used, then some other 
(simple) character will be required in place of it, which might 
perhaps be modified to express the related sounds referred to. 
The same principle or remark applies to other letters or 
sounds, and, indeed, to the whole scheme of alphabetical 
signs. 

But the choice of signs, together with many other things, 
must be left in a great measure to the taste and judgment of 
the general Committee, when they shall have all the different 
representations, facts, and sounds before them. 

4. The propriety of attempting to use r in the English 
sense, and of placing it with its English value in the Zulu 
alphabet, must depend much upon the course that should be 
pursued in rendering or translating foreign proper names 
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which contain that letter (r) into the Zulu. If such foreign 
names should retain the letter in Zulu with its English value, 
then it should enter into the alphabet with that value, and no 
other. But if such names may drop that letter, or substitute I 
in place of it, then it (r) may not be required for that (Eniglish) 
sound in Zulu, and might perhaps be used for some other 
sound, as one of the gutturals, as heretofore. To aid in decid- 
ing this point, it may be noticed again in this place that the 
sound of the English r is not found in the Zulu or Kafir lan- 
guage, and it is quite impossible for the people to utter it 
without much effort and training. They give the sound of I 
in place of r. And yet this same sound of r is very common 
in the Sechuana, one of the neighbouring and cognate dialects 
of the Zulu and Kafir. 

5. In respect to the combination of consonants-those 
sounds which have been represented by two or more letters 
combined-it is difficult to say what course should be 
pursued. 

It is not easy (for some at least) to determine at once with 
certainty in all cases, as to what are and what are not purely 
single, simple, elementary sounds. And when this point is 
settled, there is still another as to the comparative advantages, 
on the one hand, of representing each simple single sound 
(not to say some compound sounds) by a single (uncom- 
pounded) character, and of the advantages, on the other hand, 
of representing some of these sounds by two or more chia- 
racters already in use, each for a specific purpose of its own, 
by their being each so modified as to lose a part or all of their 
original value, and so blended as to become unitedly signifi- 
cant of another entirely different sound. 

To weigh properly all the considerations for and against 
each of these methods, and select the best, or so uni te the two 
in a given system as to furnish the best method, all things 
considered, requires,an acquaintance witlh the whole science 
of phonology and of mind, as well as with the signs of sounds 
best suited to the mind and most feasible, suich as few 
possess. 

Of the above forty-seven consonantal combinations, the 
8th, kl, the 14th, ink, the 19th, ins, and the 34'th, nts, are of 
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doubtful necessity. HCi occurs in only a very few cases, and 
the sound may perhaps be classed under bard hl; ins, and 
perhaps some other examples of m, followed by a consonant, 
may be, and often are, separated by inserting u between them; 
thus, gornuso for gomso, umusa for umsa (see combinations be- 
ginning with m. Nts is sometimes written ns, as ukunsala or 
ukuntsala, pansi or pantsi. Of the remaining combinations, 
some represent but very imperfectly, or even erroneously 
(especially if we regard the values of the components), the 
sounds for which they stand. The 3d and 4th, hl, and the 
several combinations of the same, as in the 5th and 6th, 13th 
and 27th and 28th examples, also the 43d (dsh), and 44th 
(tsh), and 45th (dshw), are all of this class, where the sounds are 
imperfectly or erroneously represented by the characters em- 
ployed, that is, if the component characters are to be supposed 
to retain any considerable portion of their original proper 
value. 

Some of the sounds and signs for which we would recom- 
mend new signs, and the kind of signs which we would sug- 
gest, are the following -- 

Of Combinations. 

For No. 3, hl soft, substitute L with two dots under it, Qr 
with a short bar across it. 

For No. 4, hl hard, substitute L with one dot under it. 
For No. 25, ng, substitute a character made by uniting 

the two letters n and g, and' making but one letter by 
taking parts of the two; or the commoni g with a bar across 
or above it. 

For No. 29, nj, substitute one character made fromi n 
andj by taking parts of the two and combining them. This 
change may be thought inexpedient: the combination does 
not occur often. 

For No. 39, sh, substitute Y, or a long s (f much like the 
old-fashioned long f; or the common s with a dot or a bar 
above or below it. 

u 
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For No. 43, dsh, use J with a short bar across it. 
For No. 41, tslh, use G, G, or V French, or J with a mark 

of the Greek rough breathing attached; or a modified C as 
above; or the French xc with cedilla; or a kind of inverted 
h as in the Russian alphabet. 

Of Gutturals. 

For No, 1, the soft-continuous guttural, use H wlth a bar 
across it. 

For No. 2, the hard continuous guttural, use R with a dot 
or a bar under it. 

For No. 3, the very rough explosive guttural, use 'k, 
i.e. k with the rough breathing prefixed, or with a bar across 
it. 

Or: 
For No. 1, use r; for No. 2, 1 ; and for No. 3, use k. 

Of Clicks. 

For the simple clicks c, q, and x, use, as before, the same 
letters. 

C. P. X. 
For (modified) gc use 6 For gq use q and for gx use 
For .. nc .. Forn .. .. nx .. 
For .. ngc ..c For ngq..q ..ngyx e 

Instead of using the letters g, n, and ng before the simple 
clicks to indicate the several modifications of them, put over 
the several letters used for the several simple clicks a dot for 
9, a bar for n, and two dots for ng. 

Notes on the foregoing substitutions and signs. 

1. If some of these new characters, or old characters modi- 
fied, have been introduced into other African languages to 
represent other sounds than those for which they are above 
recommended, that of course would be an objection to their 
being used as above proposed, at least while they should con- 
tinue to be used elsewhere in a different sense. 
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2. Should some new character, other than those here re- 
commended, have been introduced into any of the African 
languages.to represent a sound for which we would use, and 
have recommended, some new character, that would be a rea- 
son why that new character, already in use elsewhere, should 
be employed in Zulu also, to represent the same sound here 
which it elsewhere represents. 

It is thought that L, 1, one of the characters proposed for 
No. 3 hl soft, has been introduced into the Bake'le dialect to 
represent a sound (that of I and th) which differs from that 
of hl soft in Zulu; and if so, that would be an objection to 
using it for hl in Zului. 

It is thought, also, that 1 with a dot undei it, for hard hi 
(thl) and I with two dots under it, for hI soft (dil) may have 
seemed to some of the Missionaries in Kafirland very suitable 
representations for those sounds. And if they, or any of 
them, or others, have represented said sounds by said cha- 
racters, or have the means already at hand for so doing, that 
would be a reason for using these characters for these sounds 
in Zulu. 

A new letter, being fragments of n and g combined, has been 
adopted, in some systems of orthography to represent the sound 
of ng as often heard in Zulu, as in the English words " king, 
singing," and if so, that might be a reason, especially if it is 
thus used in some parts of Africa, for using that character for 
said purpose in Zulu. The same remarks apply to 1, f, for 
shb, &c. 

J, with a bar across it, is recommended for dsh (ty) on the 
ground thatj may continue to be used, as heretofore, in Zulu 
and some other African languages, as it is used in English; and 
on the further ground that the sound of ty=dsh (or dzh) in 
ntyani, &c., is closely allied to the sound of the Englishj, J. 

And, again, J, double dotted, is recommended for tsh (ty), as 
in tyetya (tshetsha), on the ground of the relation of this sound 
to the foregoing sounds represented by j and j. It is thought, 
however, that this sound of tsh has been already represented 
by some (as A. J. Ellis, J. Pitman, &c.) by a new letter; and by 
others (as the French Missionaries among the Basutu) by v 
(French q with cedilla); and if so, that might be a good reason 
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for using one of said characters (as y) for the above sound in 
Zulu. 

S. If others (Missionaries, &c., in Africa,) think it impor- 
tant to have new characters for sounds common to their and 
our (African) languages, for which sounds we have recom- 
mended no new characters, we might like to introduce them 
into the Zulu alphabet to represent the same sounds in Zulu, 
in place of some clumsy combinations which would still re- 
main in our alphabet after the changes which we propose at 
the present time are made. 

4. The Committee to- whom the whole subject is referred, 
may think that many more changes than those above pro- 
posed should be made, and new simple (uncompounded) signs 
be used in place of many of the compound characters now 
employed; and if so, we would gladly accept those more simple 
and appropriate signs in place of the ugly compounds. 

5. It may be thought expedient to represent the (simple) 
clicks by other signs than those heretofore employed (c, q, 
and x), and reserve these letters for some other purpose, or 
dismiss them frorn the alphabet. If so, it will doubtless seem 
desirable that the characters used for the modified clicks 
should have a close resemblance to those used for the simple 
clicks, as close, at least, as c dotted, c barred,and c double dotted, 
have to c, as in the characters suggested for' the clicks. 

6. Much that pertains to the use of diacritic marks, or the 
shape, &c., of the type for new signs, must doubtless be re- 
ferred to the lettercutter, or typefounder, or the experienced 
printer-an artist capable of judging of the beauty and utility 
of a new sign, or the modification of an old one. 

Some of the signs above proposed may be found incom- 
patible with economy and good taste: if so, more consistent 
and becoming characters should be used instead of them. 

According to the foregoing remarks, changes, and sugges- 
tions, the following are appropriate and sufficient alphabetical 
signs for the Zulu language:- 

Old. New. 
a 1. a 
b 2. b 
c S. c 
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Old. New. 
gc 4. c, with a dot 
nc 5. c .. bar 

ngc 6. c .. two dots 
d 7. d 
e 8. e 
f 9.f 
g I0. g 

ng 11. ng 
h 12. h 

Soft guttural r 13. h, with a bar (or r, rola) 
i 14. i 
j 15. j 
nj 16. a new letter (part of n 

combined with ) 
(dsh) ty 17. j with a bar 
(tsh) ty 18. j with two dots 

k 19. k 
Explos. guttural k or r 20. k dotted or barred 

1 21. 1 
(dhl7) h7, 22. 1 with two dots under it 
(thl) hl 23. 1 with one dot under it 

rn 2 k. m 
n 25. n 
0 26. o 
p 27. p 
q 28. q 

gq 29. q with one dot over it 
nq 30. q . . a bar over it 

ngq 31. q . . two dots over it 
English r 32. r 

Hard guttural r 33. r with one dot under it 
s 34.- s 

(ty) sh 35. f, or s dotted 
t 36. t 
u 37.u 
v 38. v 
w 39. w 
x 40. x 

gx 41. x with one dot over it 
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Old. New. 
nx 42. x with a bar over it 

ngx 43. x .. two dots over it 
Y 44.y 
z 45. z 

According to the above, the whole number of signs or letters 
convenient and sufficient for working the Zulu language is 
forty-five. 

According to the foregoing examination and remarks, the 
following are the fundamental sounds in the Zulu language:- 

I. Vowels. 9. nj as in" njalo 
1. a as in " father ", umame 10. j barred, njani (utyani) dsh 
2. a .. " dogma ", unmsa 11. j with two dots, " church," 
3. e .. "prey ", wena jeja (tyetya) tsh 
4. e .. "let ", itye 12. k . . "keep ", kodwa 
5. i "ravine ", mina 13. k dotted, koeza (rough ex- 
6. i . . "pit", inkosi plosive guttural) 
7. o .. "note ", uboya 14. 1 as in "'love ", londa 
8. o .. "none", uyihlo 15. 1 with two dots, ukula 
9. u .. "pool", ingubo (ukuhla) dIld 

10. u .. "full ", insimu 16. 1 with one dot, lala (hlala) 
sit ", thl 

II. Diphthongs. 17. m .. " man ", mina 
1. ai as in " pine", ai, htai 18. n . . " not", neta 
2. ao . .. unyao 19. p .. "pin ",pela 

3. au .. "now" hlaula 20. r .. "rose ", ukristu 
4. eu . .. imbeu 21. r dotted" rara," (lhard con- 

tinued guttural) 
III. Consonants and Gutturals. 22. s . . " saint ", si, umsa 

1. b as in "but", ubaba 23. s,f. . " shall", isumi 
2. d .. "did", udade (ishurni) 
3. f .. "fate", fana 24. t . . " tide ", tina 
4. g c. "go, log ". igoma 25. v . c" vine ", vela 
5. ng .. " singing", ngena 26. w .. "way ', wena 
6. h .. "hat", hamba 27. y .. "you ,yala 
7. h barred, as Dutch g in 28. z .. "zeal", zona 

" good ", rola, kola I V. Clicks. 
8 j as in " jar", jabula 1. c as in cita, cima 
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2. 6 as in 6wala (g6wala) 12. mk as in ukwamkela 
3. c .. cenga (nZenga) 13. ml .. zanla 
4. i . wanga (ngiwanga) 14. mhl zubumhlope 
5. q .. ina (qala)a) 15. mn .. ubumnandi 
6. g .. qabu4a (qbabuja) 16. mny .. ubumnyama 
7. q .. quma (nquma) 17. mp .. "lamp",insurnpa 
8. g .. qoqa (ngqoqa) 18. mf .. gomfo 
9. x .xada (xala) 19. mt .. ubumtote 

10. o . wotya (g&otya) 20. mv .. emva 
11. 5 .. Tanela (nzanela) 21. nd .. "hand ", tanda 
12. ti .. xa,a (ny,any,5ca) 22. ndw .. undwendwe 

23. nk .. " ink ", nkenketa 
V. Combinations. 24. nkw .. isinkwa 

1. dw as in " dwarf ", kodwa 25. ni .. amanla (ndhi) 
2. gw c. "language ", 26. nl .. inle (nthl) 

gwaba 27. ns .. tonsa 
3. ng, NG as in " ringing ", 28. nt . . "want ", umuntu 

ngena 29. nw .. unwele 
4. ju as in ijuabu 30. ny .. umnyakr 
5. jw .. ujwala (utywala) 31. nyw l. lunywa 
6. kw .. "queen ", kwela 32. rz .. nzima 
7. lw .. ululwa 33. sw .. "sweet", swela 
8. lw . umlwaza (dhluz) 34. fw fwila (shw) 
9. 1w .. lwauyela (thlw) 35. tw .. "twenty", twa/a 
10. mb .. hamba 36. yw .. shiywa 
11. mf .. umfumfu 37. zw Gv ukuzwa 

From the foregoing observations, it appears that the fun- 
damzental sounds in the Zulu language are- 

1. Vowels . . . . . 10 
2. Diphthongs. . . . . 4 
3. Consonants and Gutturals . 28 
4. Clicks . . . . . 12 
5. Consonantal Combinations - 37 

Fundamental sounds, Total 91 

We have now done with the phonology and alphabet of the 
Zulu language. 

But the use and place of capital letters in writing Zulu 
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proper names, and the transferring of proper names from 
Scripture and other languages into Zulu, and the joining and 
disjoining of words, are all subjects which are attended with 
more or less difficulty in writing and printing Zulu, and which 
come properly under the head of orthography. They are now 
under consideration, and remarks upon them may be expected 
soon. 

In behalf of the Committee of the American Zulu 
Mission on uniform orthography, 

LEWIS GROUT. 
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